Choosing an air operated valve manufacturer from MGA Controls

Choosing the right type of air operated valve is extremely important, in order to increase machine efficiency. Here, we offer more information on the type of air operated valves available from MGA Controls, from leading air operated valve manufacturers.

Air operated valve manufacturers

At MGA Controls, we stock air operated valves from leading manufacturers, Bürkert and Buschjost. As one of the world’s leading manufacturers, Bürkert offer a wide range of high quality, German engineered products for various industries. Similarly, Buschjost are expert air operated valve manufacturers and are known in the industry for being a leader in technology and innovation, which is why their air operated valves are considered some of the best on the market.

Below, we round up some of the best air operated valves from manufacturers, Buschjost and Bürkert.

84500 - 2/2-way air operated valve

The 84500 Series 2/2-way angle seat valve from IMI Buschjost is manufactured using a brass body and PTFE seal material. This material makes it suitable for both neutral and aggressive liquids and gases. The 84500-series valve boasts great standard features, including a visual position indication, a damped closing and pilot air supply actuation. Another great feature of this Buschjost valve is its ability to function as both a normally open and normally closed valve.

Type 2000 - Air operated valve

The Type 2000 angle seat valve is manufactured by Bürkert and is available with either a stainless steel or gunmetal body. Offering extreme robustness, the Type 2000 from Bürkert can be used with aggressive media in temperatures up to 180°C. As a spring return actuator, this valve features a high flow rate due to the flow path. It also promises a long service life thanks to the reliable, self-adjusting packing gland and high sealing integrity. You can expect reduced wear and an extended service life, with minimal replacement and repair costs.

MGA Controls are leading suppliers of angle seat valves. For more information on air operated valve manufacturers, Bürkert and Buschjost, contact our technical team on 01704 898980.